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Abstra t

Chain graphs are a natural generalization of dire ted a y li graphs
(DAGs) and undire ted graphs. However, the apparent simpli ity of
hain graphs belies the subtlety of the onditional independen e hypotheses that they represent. There are a number of simple and apparently plausible, but ultimately falla ious interpretations of hain
graphs that are often invoked, impli itly or expli itly. These interpretations also lead to awed methods for applying ba kground knowledge
to model sele tion. We present a valid interpretation by showing how
the distribution orresponding to a hain graph may be generated as
the equilibrium distribution of dynami models with feedba k. These
dynami interpretations lead to a simple theory of intervention, extending the theory developed for DAGs. Finally, we ontrast hain graph
models under this interpretation with simultaneous equation models
whi h have traditionally been used to model feedba k in e onometri s.
Keywords: Causal model; hain graph; feedba k system; intervention theory; Gibbs sampler; simultaneous equation model.
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Introdu tion

The use of dire ted a y li graphs (DAGs) to simultaneously represent ausal
hypotheses and to en ode independen e and onditional independen e onstraints asso iated with those hypotheses may be tra ed ba k to the pioneering work of Sewall Wright (1921). More re ently, DAGs have proved
 This
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fruitful in the onstru tion of expert systems, in the development of eÆ ient
updating algorithms (Pearl 1988; Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter 1988), and
reasoning about ausal relations (Pearl 1988, 1995, 2000; Lauritzen 2001;
Spirtes et al. 1993).
Graphi al models based on undire ted graphs, also alled Markov random elds, have been used in spatial statisti s to analyse data from eld
trials, image pro essing, and a host of other appli ations (Hammersley and
Cli ord 1971; Besag 1974b; Speed 1979; Darro h et al. 1980).
Chain graphs, whi h admit both dire ted and undire ted edges, but
no partially dire ted y les, were introdu ed as a natural generalization of
both undire ted graphs and a y li dire ted graphs (Lauritzen and Wermuth 1989). One of the original motivations for introdu ing hain graphs
was that the in lusion of undire ted edges allowed the modelling of \simultaneous responses" (Frydenberg 1990), \symmetri asso iations" (Lauritzen
and Wermuth 1989) or simply \asso iative relations", as distin t from ausal
relations (Andersson et al. 1996), represented by dire ted edges.
Chain graph models are beginning to be used in reasingly in applied
ontexts, see e.g. Mohamed et al. (1998). A entral theme of this paper is
that the apparent simpli ity of hain graphs as an extension of DAGs and
undire ted graphs belies the subtlety of the hypotheses that they represent.
In parti ular, there are a number of simple and apparently plausible, but
ultimately falla ious and misleading, interpretations of hain graphs that are
often invoked impli itly or expli itly as a justi ation for their appli ation.
In Se tion 5 we des ribe and dis uss su h interpretations.
We next present valid interpretations, by showing how the distribution
orresponding to a hain graph may be generated as equilibrium distributions of dynami models with feedba k over time. Here again we will see
that things are not quite as straightforward as they may at rst appear.
This dynami interpretation leads to a simple theory of intervention,
extending the theory developed for DAGs. Finally, we ontrast hain graph
models with simultaneous equation models whi h have traditionally been
used to model feedba k in e onometri s.
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Basi Graphi al Con epts and Notation

We onsider graphs ontaining both dire ted (!) and undire ted edges
( ). A partially dire ted y le in a graph G is a sequen e of n distin t
verti es v1 ; : : : vn , (n  3), and vn+1  v1 , su h that (a) 8i (1  i  n) either vi vi+1 or vi vi+1 , and (b) 9j (1  j  n) su h that vj vj +1. A
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hain graph, (CG), is a graph in whi h there are no partially dire ted y les.
A hain graph in whi h there are no undire ted edges is a dire ted a y li
graph, most often abbreviated as DAG.
The hain omponents T of a hain graph are the undire ted graphs
obtained by removing all dire ted edges from the hain graph. A minimal
omplex in a hain graph is an indu ed subgraph of the form



a ! v1
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Graphi al Models

A graphi al model is formally a set of distributions, satisfying a set of onditional independen e relations en oded by a graph. This en oding is known
as the Markov property asso iated with the type of graph. This arti le is
on erned with the hain graph Markov property de ned in Lauritzen and
Wermuth (1984, 1989) and Frydenberg (1990). There have been a number
of alternative suggestions for asso iating a Markov property with a hain
graph (Cox and Wermuth 1993; Andersson et al. 1996), whi h generally are
not equivalent to the above and whi h are not dis ussed in detail in the
present paper.
Below we give the fa torization versions of the Markov properties for
DAGs and for hain graphs. For further details, the reader is referred to
Lauritzen (1996).

3.1 Basi fa torizations
A distribution P satisfying the Markov property asso iated with a DAG is
most easily des ribed through the fa torization of its joint density f with
respe t to a produ t measure given by

f (x) =

Y

v2V

f (xv j xpa(v) ):

(1)

In terms of fa torization, the hain graph Markov property manifests
itself through an outer fa torization

f (x) =

Y

 2T



f x j xpa( ) ;

(2)

where ea h fa tor further fa torizes a ording to the graph as


f x j xpa( ) = Z

1

xpa( )
3

 Y

A2A( )

A (xA );

(3)

where A( ) are the omplete sets in the subgraph G [pa( ) and


Z xpa( ) =

X Y

x A2A( )

A (xA ):

Note that the outer fa torization (2) may be viewed as a dire ted a y li
graph with verti es representing the multivariate random variables X for
 2 T . Andersson et al. (1996) refer to this as the \DAG of boxes" asso iated
with a hain graph, but `DAG of hain omponents' would be more pre ise,
as boxes typi ally are used to indi ate a oarser partitioning of the variables
than spe i ed with hain omponents (Wermuth and Lauritzen 1990).

3.2 The global Markov property and Markov equivalen e

The global Markov property asso iated with a DAG D or a hain graph K
identi es the full set of onditional independen e relations that follow as
onsequen es of the fa torizations above.
In general, di erent graphs an imply the same onditional independen e
relations. More pre isely, if for given state spa es we let M (G ) denote the set
of distributions obeying the onditional independen e relations asso iated
with a graph G , two graphs G1 and G2 are said to be Markov equivalent
if M (G1 ) = M (G2 ) for all su h state spa es. Frydenberg (1990) gave the
following ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for Markov equivalen e of two
hain graphs:
Proposition 1 Two hain graphs K1 and K2 are Markov equivalent if and
only if they have the same adja en ies and the same minimal omplexes.
The similar result for DAGs was obtained by Verma and Pearl (1990).

4

Causal Interpretation of DAG Models

This se tion gives a brief des ription of the now rather standard ausal interpretations asso iated with a DAG given by Spirtes et al. (1993) and Pearl
(1993, 1995), largely following Lauritzen (2001). The interpretations are
both on erned with their data generating pro esses and asso iated al ulation of average e e ts of interventions.

4.1 Conditioning by observation or intervention
We initially emphasize the distin tion between di erent types of onditioning
operations, ea h of whi h modify a given probability distribution in response
4

to information obtained. Conditional densities are sometimes al ulated as

f (y j x) = f (y j X = x) = f (y; x)=f (x):
We refer to this type of onditioning as onditioning by observation or onventional onditioning.
This is typi ally not the way the distribution of Y should be modi ed if
we intervene externally and for e the value of X to be equal to x. We refer
to this other type of modi ation as onditioning by intervention or onditioning by a tion. To make the distin tion lear we use di erent symbols for
this onditioning, as indi ated below

f (y jj x) = f (y j X

x):

Generally, the two quantities will be di erent

f (y jj x) 6= f (y j x)
and the quantity on the left-hand side annot be al ulated from the density
alone, without additional assumptions.
Below we will give a pre ise ausal interpretation of a dire ted a y li
graph. This will imply that in the graph below to the left
t

X

-t



t

Y

X

t

Y

we will have that f (y jj x) = f (y j x) and f (x jj y) = f (x), whereas these
relations are reversed in the graph to the right, i.e. there it holds that
f (y jj x) = f (y) and f (x jj y) = f (x j y).

4.2 Data generating pro ess for DAG models
A data generating pro ess for a DAG model is a system of assignments

Xv

gv (Xpa(v) ; Uv ); v 2 V;

(4)

where the assignments have to be arried out sequentially in a well-ordering
of the dire ted a y li graph D, or partly in parallel, so that at all times,
when Xv is about to be assigned a value, all variables in pa(v) have already been assigned a value. The variables Uv ; v 2 V are assumed to be
independent.
This assignment system an be seen as a generi stru tural equation
model (Bollen 1989) as invented in the ontext of geneti s (Wright 1921),
5

and exploited in e onomi s (Haavelmo 1943; Wold 1954) and so ial s ien es
(Goldberger 1972). The term `equation' is really mispla ed, and `stru tural
assignment model' would have been mu h more appropriate. Mu h ontroversy in the literature is due to treating the assignment systems as equation
systems, `solving' them and un riti ally moving variables between the righthand side and the left-hand side of (4). In parti ular, this matters when
interventions are onsidered. See for example Pearl (1998) and Spirtes et al.
(1998) for further dis ussion.
Stru tural equation models were also used as the main justi ation and
motivation for studying ausal Markov models in Kiiveri et al. (1984) and
Kiiveri and Speed (1982).
It is appropriate to think of a data generating pro ess as a ` omputer
program', writing (4) as
For

i = 1; : : : ; p;
 runif;
xi hi (xpa(i) ; );

Return

x;

Here runif denotes a random variable whi h is uniformly distributed on
the unit interval and hi is hosen so that if E has this distribution then
hi (xpa(i) ; E ) has the same distribution as gi (xpa(i) ; Ui ).
It is an important aspe t of stru tural equation models that they also
spe ify the way in whi h intervention is to be arried out. As is impli it in
mu h literature and, for example, quite expli it in Strotz and Wold (1960),
the e e t of the intervention Xa xa on a variable with label a is simply
that the orresponding line in (4) or the equivalent omputer program is
repla ed with the assignment des ribed by the intervention. We refer to
this type of intervention as intervention by repla ement.

4.3 Causal DAGs

When we say that a DAG D is ausal for a probability distribution P , we
imply that it holds for any A  V that

f (xV nA jj xA ) =

Y

v2V nA

f (xv j xpa(v) ) =

f (x)
:
f
v2A (xv j xpa(v) )

Q

Note that for A = ; this says that P is Markov with respe t to D.
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(5)

We also use the expression that P is a ausal dire ted Markov eld with
respe t to D or say that P is ausally Markov with respe t to D. Thus
the ausal Markov property gives a relation between di erent probability
measures, ea h representing the probability law asso iated with a spe i
intervention.
We will refer to (5) as the intervention formula for DAGs. It appeared
in various forms in Spirtes et al. (1993) and Pearl (1993). It is impli it in
Robins (1986) and in other literature.
Intervention by repla ement onforms well with the intervention formula
(5) as stated formally in the theorem below, whi h is Theorem 2.20 of Lauritzen (2001).

Proposition 2 Let X = (Xv )v2V be determined by a stru tural assignment
system orresponding to a given dire ted a y li graph D and let P denote its
distribution. If intervention is arried out by repla ement, then P is ausally
Markov with respe t to D.

Thus in the ase of a DAG there is full harmony between the ausal
interpretations determined by data generating pro esses, intervention by
repla ement, and the ausal Markov property asso iated with the DAG.

5

Rationale for Chain Graphs and their Misuse

The modern theory of graphi al models, in whi h a graph is used to represent
a set of distributions, with independen e stru ture en oded by a graph was
originally developed using undire ted graphs (Darro h et al. 1980).
In early appli ations of undire ted graphi al models, see e.g. Edwards
and Kreiner (1983), the hypotheses of interest were in some sense ausal,
studying relationships beween explanatory and response variables. It is
learly unnatural to try to represent a system of su h relations, whi h are
asymmetri , by an undire ted graph in whi h all relations are symmetri .
This motivated the development of graphi al models with dire ted edges,
thereby extending the work of Sewall Wright on path diagrams, and the
theory of re ursive stru tural equation models in e onometri s (Wold 1953).
A pair of variables x; y in a set V , may be said to be dire tly asso iated
(relative to V ), if there is no Z  V n fx; yg so that x ?? y j Z . Typi ally,
if x and y are dire tly asso iated then the verti es are joined by an edge
in a graphi al model representing this distribution. However, as every student learns, asso iation does not imply ausation. Consequently, if dire ted
edges are used to denote ausal relations then it appears overly restri tive
7

a

c

CG2

a

c

b

d

CG3
b

d

(i)

(ii)

Figure 1: Two examples of hain graphs in whi h and d are joint responses
to a and b.
to onsider graphs in whi h all edges are dire ted, sin e to do so would rule
out the possibility of non- ausal asso iations. This motivates the in lusion
of undire ted edges within the graphs.
However, there are many di erent reasons why we may not wish to put
a dire ted edge between two dire tly asso iated variables x; y. For example:
(i) The asso iation may have arisen due to the presen e of:

{ an unmeasured onfounding variable;
{ some artefa t of the way the sample was sele ted;
{ a feedba k relationship.
(ii) We may believe that the asso iation is ausal but not know whether
x auses y or vi e-versa.
There is a simple qualitative di eren e between (i) and (ii): in situation
(ii), additional knowledge might justify in luding an edge x ! y, whereas
this is not so, with (i). In philosophi al terms, reasons under (i) would be
des ribed as ontologi al, those under (ii) as epistemologi al.
Although the original papers on hain graphs are lear that dire ted
edges are to be interpreted as (in some sense) ausal, while undire ted edges
are to represent non- ausal asso iations, in whi h variables are `on an equal
footing' this leaves room for ambiguity be ause, as we have seen, non- ausal
asso iations may arise in many di erent ways.
The hain graph CG2 in Figure 1 (i) orresponds to the following fa torization of the joint density (assuming that the relevant onditional densities
exist):
f (a; b; ; d) = f ( ; d j a; b)f (a)f (b):
In this sense the model treats ; d as on an equal footing, as it pla es no
restri tion on the form of the onditional density f ( ; d j a; b). However,
when submodels are onsidered, spe ial attention is required. A submodel
8

a

c

a
h

DAG4
b

c

DAG5

d

b

d

(i)

a

c

b

d

DG1

s

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 2: (i) &(ii) Generating pro esses in whi h and d are `on an equal
footing', that do not give rise to the onditional independen e model given
by CG3 under the standard Markov property. (iii) A dire ted y li graph,
orresponding to a non-re ursive linear stru tural equation model, again not
Markov equivalent to CG3 .
su h as CG3 in Figure 1 (ii), restri ts f ( ; d j a; b). Under the hain graph
Markov property, CG3 implies

a

?? b

a

?? d j fb; g

b

?? j fa; dg

and, as we shall see, the undire ted edge in this hain graph an not be
interpreted in any of the ways listed above other than feedba k.
For example, one might think that the hain graph stru ture displayed in
CG3 ould be explained by one of the data-generating pro esses asso iated
with the DAGs shown in Figure 2, (i) and (ii). In DAG4 and d share an
unmeasured ommon parent; in the marginal distribution over the remaining
variables

a

?? fb; dg; b ?? fa; g but a ?6 ? d j fb; g; b ?6 ? j fa; dg

orresponding to an independen e stru ture di erent from that of CG3 .
In DAG5 , and d share a ommon hild that has been onditioned on.
In the onditional distribution of the remaining variables, given s:

a

?? d j fb; g; b ?? j fa; dg but a ?6 ? b:

Consequently, neither of these generating pro esses explain CG3 of Figure 1
(ii).
The dire ted y li graph in Figure 2 (iii) orresponds to a non-re ursive
linear stru tural equation model, see Se tion 7, Spirtes (1995) and Koster
(1996) for further dis ussion of these models. The following independen e
relations hold in this model:

a

?? b;

a

?? b j f ; dg but a ?6 ? d j fb; g; b ?6 ? j fa; dg;
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whi h again does not orrespond to CG3 .
In all three examples there is dependen e between and d, and these
variables might be argued to be on an equal footing. Thus, CG3 does not
merely assert that and d are on an equal footing, but a very parti ular
kind of equal footing. This point was made by Cox and Wermuth (1993),
who used it as a motivation for introdu ing alternative Markov properties
for hain graphs.

5.1 Non- ausal asso iations due to latent variables
One an strengthen the message in the examples above to say that there is no
( nite) DAG model whi h, under marginalizing and onditioning, gives the
set of onditional independen e relations implied by CG3 . This was pointed
out by Ri hardson (1998), who shows that all onditional independen e
stru tures whi h an be obtained by su h marginalization and onditioning
satisfy a property of between separation (Theorem 1 of lo . it.), whereas
CG3 does not.
Although not using the terminology of hain graphs, Kiiveri et al. (1984)
introdu ed the notion of a re ursive ausal graph as a hain graph where
all hain omponents whi h were not singletons had no parents. Variables
without parents were exogenous variables, i.e. variables that set the initial
onditions for development of the remaining variables forming a re ursive
system determined by a DAG.
One an show (Ri hardson 2001) that su h re ursive ausal graphs exa tly orrespond to the hain graphs obtainable from some DAG by marginalization and onditioning, as stated more a urately in the proposition below.

Proposition 3 A hain graph K over the variables V represents the same

set of onditional independen e relations as derived from marginalizing over
a set of variables L and onditioning on XS = xS in a set of distributions
represented by a dire ted a y li graph D over V [ L [ S , if and only if it is
Markov equivalent to a re ursive ausal graph.

5.2 Chain graphs as unions of DAG models
Chain graph models are sometimes proposed as being appropriate in situations in whi h it is known that an edge is present, but the appropriate
orientation of the edge is unknown. Su h ir umstan es may for example
arise during the onstru tion of expert systems when a dire ted a y li graph
is eli ited from an expert (Jensen 1996; Spiegelhalter et al. 1993).
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a

c

DAG6

a

c

a

c

b

d

b

d

DAG7
b

d

(i)

(ii)

Figure 3: (i) Two DAGs with the same sets of adja en ies. (ii) The graph
formed from (i) by representing edges of di erent dire tion with undire ted
edges.
If D1 and D2 are two DAGs with the same set of adja en ies, but for some
pair of verti es a; b, a b in D1 , but a ! b in D2 , then the graph D1[2
obtained by representing ommon adja en ies of di erent dire tions with
undire ted edges may ontain edges of both types. However, as exempli ed
in Figure 3, the graph produ ed in this way will only be a hain graph in
quite spe ial ases. Two su h ases are:
(a) when D1 and D2 are Markov equivalent (Frydenberg 1990);

(b) when D1 and D2 possess the same adja en ies, but di er over the
orientation of a single edge only.

However, even if the graph D1[2 is a hain graph, this does not imply that
the model determined by D1[2 is equal to the union of the models determined
by D1 and D2 . In fa t, if we let M (G ) denote the set of distributions obeying
the Markov property asso iated with a graph G and assume that all state
spa es have at least two elements, we have the following:

Proposition 4 Let D1 and D2 be two DAGs with the same adja en ies,
su h that

D[

1 2

is a hain graph. Then

M (D1[2 ) = M (D1 ) [ M (D2 )

if and only if D1 and D2 are Markov equivalent, i.e. when M (D1 ) = M (D2 ).

Proof Frydenberg (1990) shows that if D1 and D2 are Markov equivalent
then they are also Markov equivalent to D1[2 , proving one dire tion.
Conversely, if D1 and D2 are not Markov equivalent, but ontain the
same adja en ies, then it follows from Proposition 1 that there exist verti es
v1 ; v2 ; 2 V su h that v1 and v2 are not adja ent, and v1 !
v2 in one
graph, but in the other

v1 !

!v ; v
2

1

!v
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2

or

v1

v2 :

Suppose without loss of generality that v1 !
v2 in D1 . Then in D1[2
or
v2 (or both).
either v1
Hen e, for any distribution in M (D1[2 ), it must hold that for some set
T with 2 T , we have v1 ?? v2 j T . However, it is easy to onstru t a
distribution in M (D1 ) in whi h v1 ?
6 ? v2 j T for any set T ontaining .
Suppose for example that all variables take states 0 and 1. Then let

P (Xv = xv j xpa(v) ) = 1=2 for all v 2 V n f g
P (X = 0 j xv1 ; xv2 ) = 2 1 + ( 3) (xv1 +xv2 +1) :

2

This ompletes the proof.

One might also onsider a population whi h is a mixture of two subpopulations des ribed by two non-Markov equivalent DAGs D1 and D2 . In
general su h a population will not be in M (D1[2 ). See Spirtes (1995) for
further dis ussion.

5.3 Ordered blo king of variables
An elementary property of hain graphs is that the hain omponents partition the variables, and may be ordered so that all edges between variables
within the same omponent are required to be undire ted, while edges between variables in di erent omponents are dire ted in a ordan e with the
ordering.
Applied ontexts often suggest su h an ordered blo king of variables.
For example:

 variables may be divided into Risk Fa tors, Diseases and Symptoms;
 in a longitudinal study variables may be grouped a ording to time;
 in a ross-se tional study, ausal knowledge may lead us to divide the

variables into purely explanatory variables, intermediate variables and
responses (Cox and Wermuth 1996).

Traditionally, su h a substantive ordered blo king has been argued to
justify modelling the variables via a hain graph with hain omponents
ompatible with the blo ks, and with dire ted edges in a ordan e with the
substantive ordering. (Wermuth and Lauritzen 1990; Whittaker 1990; Cox
and Wermuth 1996). Below we show that in many ontexts this pro edure is
in ompatible with the goal of nding the most parsimonious independen e
model.
12

DAG1
a

CG1

x

a

x

y

(i)

a

x

y

(ii)

y

(iii)

Figure 4: Restri ting to hain graph models in keeping with a blo k ordering
may lead to less parsimonious models: (i) DAG1 , the generating pro ess; (ii)
a blo k ordering fag  fx; yg; (iii) CG1 the minimal hain graph model for
fa; x; yg, ompatible with the ordering whi h ontains the model given by
DAG1 .
Suppose that it is known that a pre edes x, but the relation between x
and y is unknown, hen e the blo king fag  fx; yg is proposed, as displayed
in Figure 4 (ii) and that, in fa t, the simple ausal DAG1 in Figure 4 (i)
represents the true model.
The minimal hain graph on fa; x; yg that is ompatible with the blo king and ontains the set of distributions over fa; x; yg given by DAG1 is
saturated, as shown in in Figure 4 (iii). Thus a sear h for a hain graph
model ompatible with this blo king would not identify the simpler model
given by DAG1 .
Consequently, leaving interpretation aside, restri ting attention to hain
graph models with a parti ular pre-spe i ed blo king may pre lude nding
the most parsimonious model. It is also simple to see that had a; x and y
been blo ked together, the marginal independen e would again be missed.
In the example just onsidered there were no unmeasured ` onfounding'
variables or sele tion variables. We now onsider the ase where su h variables may be present, in the simple ase of hain graphs with three verti es,
but with one missing edge. Let V = fx1 ; x2 ; z g, with the missing edge o urring between x1 and x2 . Up to symmetry of labelling x1 and x2 , there are
six di erent ways in whi h x1 , x2 may be ordered relative to z , as indi ated
in the se ond olumn of Table 1: v  w indi ates that v and w are in the
same omponent, while v  w indi ates that the omponent ontaining v
pre edes the omponent ontaining w in the ordering. Note that for (2) and
(6) nothing is stated about the relation between the omponents ontaining
x1 and x2 , hen e x1  x2 , x1  x2 and x1  x2 are all possible in these
ases.
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Table 1: Chain graphs with three verti es and two edges.
Ordering
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

x1  z  x2
x1  z  x2
x1  z  x2
x1  z  x2
x1  z  x2

Edges in
hain graph
x1 z x2
x1 z ! x 2
x1 z ! x2
x1 ! z x2
x1 ! z ! x 2

(6)

x1  z  x 2

x1 ! z

x2

Independen e
implied

x1

?? x j z

x1

2

?? x

2

The edges between x1 and z , and x2 and z , are then determined by the
ordering, and take the form shown. It then follows from the global Markov
property for hain graphs (Lauritzen 1996, p. 55) that in ases (1) to (5)
x1 ?? x2 j z , while in ase (6) x1 ?? x2 .
We will show by example that for ea h of the orderings spe i ed in
Table 1 there exist DAGs ontaining x1 ; x2 and z whi h obey the spe i ed
ordering, and yet violate the onditional independen e relations spe i ed by
a hain graph under this ordering.
For ases (1) to (5) of Table 1 onsider DAG3 shown in Figure 5 (i), in
whi h h1 and h2 are hidden (i.e. unobserved) variables. It is easy to see
that this generating pro ess is ompatible with any of the orderings given
in olumn 2 of Table 1. However, under this model x1 ?? x2 , ontradi ting
the independen e implied by a hain graph under the blo k ordering.
For ase (6) onsider DAG4 shown in Figure 5. Whereas in DAG3 , we
marginalized h1 and h2 , here we onsider P (x1 ; x2 ; z j s). A simple interpretation of s, is that it represents a sele tion variable, whi h takes the
same value for all units in the sub-population being modelled. See Cox
and Wermuth (1996), p. 44; Cooper (1995); Spirtes et al. (1995), Spirtes
and Ri hardson (1997) and Lauritzen (1999) for further dis ussion. In the
onditional distribution P (x1 ; x2 ; z j s) it holds that x1 ?? x2 j z , rather
than marginal independen e whi h is implied by the hain graph under this
ordering.
In fa t it may be shown that any DAG in whi h x1 ?? x2 j z with
the ordering given by (6) will ontain variables that are onditioned on;
marginalization alone is not suÆ ient. This may explain why it is often
14

h1

DAG3

x1

h2
z

x1

x2

DAG4
z
x2

s

(i)

(ii)

Figure 5: Examples showing that, when latent or sele tion variables may be
present, ordering of variables does not imply the onditional independen e
relations given by a hain-graph. In DAG3 h1 and h2 are hidden variables.
In DAG4 s is a sele tion variable that has been onditioned on.
inferred that onditional independen e given z is in ompatible with x1 
z  x2 . See e.g. Mohamed et al. (1998), p. 353.
There are, of ourse, generating pro esses whi h simultaneously satisfy
the ordering and onditional independen e stru tures given in Table 1. Still,
we on lude that without ba kground knowledge that rules out hidden, onfounding variables, or sele tion e e ts, or rules in the presen e of ertain
edges, information on the ordering of variables annot be used reliably to
infer onditional independen e stru ture. Hen e knowledge of an ordered
blo king of variables alone is not suÆ ient to justify postulating a hain
graph ompatible with those blo ks; additional detailed substantive arguments, ruling out (or hypothesizing) the absen e of onfounders are always
required.
We on lude this se tion by making several further points:
 The hain graphs in the examples given ontained at most three verti es. If we view these graphs as indu ed subgraphs of a larger hain
graph, then the whole dis ussion arries over if instead of x1 ?? x2 j z ,
and x1 ?? x2 we onsider x1 ?? x2 j W , with z 2 W and z 2= W
respe tively.

 The problems we have highlighted that arise due to the presen e of
hidden variables, would still be present even if all hain omponents
were singletons, i.e. if we onsidered DAGs under a xed ordering.

 There are independen e stru tures arising from DAGs with hidden
variables that annot be represented by any hain graph model. Figure
2 (i) is an example. Ri hardson and Spirtes (2000) provide a graphi al representation of these stru tures. However, in the simple ases
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involving three verti es there is always a hain graph representing the
independen e stru ture. This raises the question why not, in su h irumstan es, just ignore the blo king and represent the independen e
stru ture dire tly?

 Often it appears that resistan e to onsideration of models that violate

blo king follows from a naive ausal interpretation of the resulting
graph. Thus for instan e, if DAG3 in Figure 5 (i) is the generating
pro ess, then the independen e stru ture an be represented by the
hain graph x1 ! z x2 . However, if the variables are ordered, e.g.
by time, as z  fx1 ; x2 g then su h a model appears to represent the
absurdity of the future ausing the past. However, if regarded stri tly
as representing an independen e hypothesis then su h a model presents
no diÆ ulties: in fa t, it would lead us to the ( orre t) on lusion
that unmeasured onfounding variables are present. Sti king to the
blo king would on eal the marginal independen e of x1 and x2 .

 In some ases, more prin ipled obje tions to onsideration of a less

restri ted lass of hain graphs may be addu ed: there may be omputational issues involved in sear hing a larger model lass, or there
may be an intuition that it is unwise to onsider too ri h a model
lass if data is insuÆ ient. However, it would have to be argued that
in these respe ts, a parti ular lass of hain graphs was superior to
simple undire ted graphs.

6

Feedba k Models for Chain Graphs

As demonstrated by the previous dis ussion, hain graph models represent
qualitatively di erent hypotheses from those represented by DAG models,
in luding DAG models under marginalization and onditioning. This suggests that any general data generating pro ess for hain graph models must
involve in nite pro esses onverging to some type of equilibrium.
In this se tion we present a number of alternative equilibrium data generating pro esses with feedba k that all lead to hain graph models.
We rst onsider the spe ial ase of an undire ted graph G and an assoiated distribution P with positive density f whi h fa torizes a ording to
the graph, i.e. it has the form

f (x) =

Y

2C
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 (x);

(6)

where  depends on x through x only and C denotes the set of liques
(maximal omplete subsets) of G . The original idea behind su h graphi al
models originates in statisti al physi s (Gibbs 1902), where x denotes possible states of a physi al system and f (x) is proportional to expf E (x)g
with E (x) denoting the total energy of the system in state x. The energy is
then assumed to be additively built up by potentials as,

E (x) =

X

(x ) =

X

log  (x):

There are several alternative dynami systems that all have the distribution P as their equilibrium distribution. This has been extensively exploited
in the literature on Markov hain Monte Carlo methods for simulating from
P (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970; Geman and Geman 1984; Gilks
et al. 1996). We des ribe a few of these dynami regimes below.
Note that the dynami regimes apply to any distribution with positive
density, the only use of the fa torization (6) is to simplify omputations
during updating.

6.1 Data generating pro esses for undire ted graphs
6.1.1 The systemati Gibbs sampler
The dynami regime whi h is simplest to explain is based on the systemati
Gibbs sampler whi h evolves in dis rete time and pro eeds by hoosing an
arbitrary value x0 2 X and an arbitrary ordering of the verti es in V so that
V = f1; : : : ; pg. The verti es are then visited in the given order, ea h Xv
being updated a ording to its onditional distribution given the values of
X at the remaining verti es. The fa torization (6) implies that the density
of this onditional distribution simpli es as

f (xi j x i ) = f (xi j xbd(i) ) /

Y

i2

 (x);

:

where x i is a short notation for xV nfig . The orresponding generating proess an in an idealized form be written as the following ` omputer program':

x

x0 ;

i

0;

Repeat until equilibrium:

i

i + 1 mod p;
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xi
Return

yi with probability f (yi j x i );
x.

The (random) output X of this program will have distribution P as
desired.
The expressions `until equilibrium' and `Return x' have to be understood in the way that the random assignments are repeated a very large
number of times, so that a `sto hasti ' equilibrium prevails and then the
program returns a `shapshot' in time of the on gurations of the variables.
The system involves feedba k in the sense that the value of Xi for any
i 2 V has been dynami ally a e ted by all of the variables Xbd(i) .

6.1.2 The random Gibbs sampler
The random Gibbs sampler pro eeds in a similar way, only the variable to
be updated is hosen at random. Thus here we need not order the variables
and an write the orresponding program as

x

x0 ;

Repeat until equilibrium:

v rand(V );
xv yv with probability f (yv j x v );
Return

x.

where rand(V ) hooses a random element from the set V .

6.1.3 Time reversible Markov dynami s
This dynami regime applies to the ase of a dis rete state spa e and is
in many ways physi ally more plausible than the dis rete time s hemes des ribed above.
Here the system is assumed to develop as a Markov pro ess in ontinuous
time with intensities of the form

P fX (t + dt) = y j X (t) = xg
8
< qv (yv ; x)dt + o(dt) if y = (yv ; x v ), and yv 6= xv
=
1 q(x)dt + o(dt) if y = x
:
o(dt)
otherwise
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P P

with qv having qv (xv ; x) = 0 and q(x) < 1, where q(x) = v yv 6=xv qv (yv ; x).
If qv is suitably hosen, these equations des ribe a time-reversible Markov
pro ess with P as equilibrium distribution (Spitzer 1971; Preston 1973; Besag 1974a).
In this dynami model, the system is at rest for an exponentially distributed length of time and then a randomly hosen site is updated as before.
The distribution of the waiting time depends in general on the urrent onguration of the system and this is also true of the onditional distribution
of the site to be updated.

6.1.4 Langevin di usions
In the ase of a ontinuous state spa e with smooth densities, there is an
alternative and very simple di usion pro ess known as the Langevin di usion
given as
1
(7)
X (t + dt) = X (t) + grad log f fX (t)g dt + dW (t)
2
where W is standard jV j-dimensional Brownian motion. Under suitable
smoothness onditions on f (Roberts and Tweedie 1996), this dynami
s heme also has P as an equilibrium distribution. This has, for example,
been exploited by Grenander and Miller (1994). Also here, the gradient
simpli es due to the fa torization (6), we omit the details.

6.1.5 The Gaussian ase
Next we onsider the spe ial ase when the joint distribution is assumed to
be multivariate Gaussian with mean zero and a regular ovarian e matrix 
with inverse K =  1 . If the distribution satis es the Markov property of
an undire ted graph, we have

kuv = 0 whenever u 6 v:

(8)

Gibbs dynami s If the verti es of the graph are numbered as V =
f1; : : : ; pg, the Gibbs dynami s is also known as onditional autoregression
(CAR) (Ripley 1981) or an auto-normal pres ription (Besag 1975). Here at
time t ea h variable is updated linearly as

xv

X

u:u6=v

avu xu + v

where v is distributed as N (0; 1=kvv ) and avu = kvu =kvv . If the distribution satis es the Markov property of an undire ted graph, (8) implies that
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the sum above only extends over the neighbours of v. We will write this
dynami s heme as

X (t + 1)

G

A  X (t) + (t + 1)

(9)

where A is the matrix of oeÆ ients. The spe ial assignment symbol and
asterisk indi ates that this is not a standard matrix equation but updating
is made sequentially by row.
Clearly, although any matrix A would make sense in the updating equation (9), it would not ne essarily orrespond to Gibbs updating for a multivariate Gaussian distribution with some ovarian e matrix . For this to
be the ase, A must at least have zero diagonal elements and also satisfy an
equation of balan e
auv vv = avu uu ;
(10)
where vv is the varian e of the innovation v (t). If the variables are s aled
to have unity innovation varian es, the ne essary and suÆ ient ondition
for the CAR system to be a Gibbs updating s heme orresponding to a
multivariate Gaussian distribution is that A have zero diagonal elements
and that I A be symmetri and positive de nite (Besag 1975; Ripley
1981). The ovarian e matrix of the equilibrium distribution is then given
as  = (I A) 1 .
The equation (9) an be reexpressed in terms of a simultaneous autoregression (SAR) as

X (t + 1)

BX (t) + U (t + 1);

where B and U are determined appropriately from A and .

Langevin dynami s In the Gaussian ase, the Langevin di usion orresponds to the sto hasti di erential equation

1
KX (t) dt + dW (t):
(11)
2
Besag (1974a) studied Markov systems as equilibrium distributions for more
general di usions of the type

X (t + dt) = X (t)

X (t + dt) = X (t) + CX (t) dt + dZ (t);

(12)

where Z (t) is Brownian motion with ovarian e matrix VfdZ (t)g = , see
also Cox and Wermuth (2000). The equilibrium distribution exists if and
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only if C is a stability matrix, i.e. the real parts of the eigenvalues of C
are negative. In this ase, the equilibrium distribution is determined as the
Gaussian distribution with mean zero and ovarian e matrix equal to the
unique solution of the matrix equation
 + C  + C > = 0:
(13)
Clearly there are many more hoi es for C and  leading to  = K
the hoi e C = K=2 used in the Langevin di usion (11).

1

than

6.2 Intervention in undire ted graphs
Ea h of the dynami s hemes des ribed above orrespond in a natural way
to intervention models. For the systemati and random Gibbs sampler as
well as the time-reversible Markov dynami s, the intervention XA
xA
orresponds to repla ement of the orresponding lines in the program, just
as in the DAG ase. Clearly, when intervention is arried out in this way, it
has the same e e t as ordinary onditioning, i.e. for B = V n A, we have
P (XB = xB j XA x ) = P (XB = xB j XA = x ):
(14)
A

A

For the Langevin dynami s, the natural des ription of the e e t of an
intervention XA xA would be to repla e the original di usion equation
(7) with
1
XB (t + dt) = XB (t) + grad log f fXB (t); xA g dt + dWB (t):
2
Sin e the density obtained by onventional onditioning is given as

(15)

f (xB j xA ) / f (xB ; xA );
the di usion (15) has equilibrium equal to this onditional distribution, so
that (14) also holds in this ase.
Note that if we onsider a more general dynami regime su h as the
di usion (12) this may no longer be true. The e e t of an intervention
under this di usion leads naturally to
XB (t + dt) = XB (t) + CBB XB (t) dt + CBA x dt + dZB (t); (16)
A

where the matrix C has been partitioned into appropriate blo ks. Indeed,
in the Gaussian ase it holds that if the intervention di usion always has
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equilibrium distribution equal to the onditional distribution, it must be the
Langevin di usion, whi h is seen as follows:
The equilibrium distribution of the intervention di usion (16) has expe tation equal to
E(XB jj xA ) = CBB1 CBA xA
and its ovarian e matrix is the unique symmetri solution BB to the equation
> = 0;
I + CBB BB + BB CBB
where we assume that the variables are s aled to have unity innovation
varian es.
If this distribution is equal to the onditional distribution, we have

CBB1 CBA = KBB1 KBA

(17)

and

> = 0:
(18)
I + CBB KBB1 + KBB1 CBB
From the spe ial ase where B = fvg is a singleton, we obtain from (18)
vv

= kvv =2

and inserting this into (17) yields for all u 6= v
vu

=

vv kvv kvu
1

= kvu =2

and thus C = K=2 as required.

6.3 Data generating pro esses for hain graphs
We re all from Se tion 3.1 that in a hain graph situation, we have a distribution P with a density whi h fa torizes in two stages (Lauritzen 1996). If
T denotes the set of hain omponents of G , we have

f (x) =

Y

 2T

f (x j xpa( ) );

where ea h fa tor further fa torizes a ording to the graph G  ( ).
Similarly, the data generating pro esses for hain graph models have two
loops. The outer loop orresponds to the DAG of hain omponents, where
ea h hain omponent is updated in a s heme satisfying the restri tion that
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variables in parent omponents have been assigned their values when the
update is to be made:

X

G (Xpa(v) ); 

2T:

The inner loop, represented by G , updates the variables in the hain
omponent  . For those omponents that are not singletons, G represents
one of the generating pro esses for undire ted graphs applied to a hain
omponent  for a xed value of the variables at its parents xpa( ) . It then
be omes a fun tion of these, so that the program G takes xpa( ) as input
and gives x as output. In its random form, the program be omes
Fun tion

G ;
xpa( ) ;
x0 ;

input

x

Repeat until equilibrium:

v rand( );
xv yv with probability f (yv j x nfvg ; xpa( ) );
Return

x

and similarly in its systemati form. Note that only variables in the spe i
hain omponent  are updated during this inner loop. Thus variables on
an `equal footing' are updated in the same inner loop if they are also in the
same hain omponent, whereas su h variables are updated independently
and possibly in parallel if they are in the same `box' but di erent hain
omponents.
The above pro edure an be written in a way that makes its fun tional
hara ter more expli it, thereby making the analogy to traditional stru tural equation systems learer. We let  = (1 ; 2 ; : : :) denote a (potentially
in nite) sequen e of independent and identi ally uniformly distributed variables whi h are used as input to the fun tion g , jointly with xpa( ) . Again
using the random variant of the Gibbs sampler, this yields
Fun tion

G ;

input (xpa( ) ;  );

x x0 ;
n 0;

Repeat until equilibrium:
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v rand( );
n n + 1;
xv hv (x nfvg ; xpa( ) ; n );
Return x .
Here hv is hosen so that if U is uniformly distributed on the unit interval,
then hv (x nfvg ; xpa( ) ; U ) has density f (yv j x nfvg ; xpa( ) ), i.e. hv is a dire t
Monte Carlo simulator for this onditional distribution.
If the hain omponent  is a singleton, equilibrium is a hieved immediately, and we simply get that

g (xpa( ) ;  ) = h (xpa( ) ; 1 ):
If we order the hain omponents as 1 ; : : : ; p and the variables in ea h
hain omponent i = fni + 1; : : : ; ni + ti g and use the systemati variant
of the Gibbs sampler, a full stru tural assignment system asso iated with a
general hain graph has the form

x

x0 ;

For

i = 1; : : : ; p
j

0;

Repeat until equilibrium:

j j + 1 mod ti
xni +j hji (xi nfj g ; xpa( ) ; runif);
Return

x;

where again hji is suitably hosen. As in the dire ted a y li ase, we have
that

Proposition 5 If P is a distribution with stri tly positive density whi h
satis es the Markov property on the hain graph G and X is de ned through
a stru tural assigment system as above, then X has distribution P .
Proof The fa t that the stru tural assignment system leads to (X ;  2 T )

satisfying the Markov property of the DAG formed by the hain omponents
of G is seen exa tly as in the dire ted a y li ase, see for example Lauritzen
(2001), Theorem 2.20.
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Clearly, for ea h xed xpa( ) , the onditional distribution of the random
fun tion G (xpa( ) ) has density f (x j xpa( ) ) as the Gibbs sampler was designed to sample the variables in  from this onditional distribution. Thus
the joint density of X must be given by (2) as desired.
2
We have thus onstru ted a number of dynami regimes whi h all lead
to models with onditional independen e stru ture determined by a hain
graph.
Sin e equilibrium will never be attained, ea h of the generating pro esses
is to be onsidered an approximation to a situation in whi h the real updating within ea h hain omponent is developing so fast that the equilibrium
an be onsidered instantaneous, relative to the time elapsed between generation of di erent hain omponents. Ea h hain omponent outputs a
random snapshot of its state, whi h in turn is used as input for the next
hain omponent equilibrium pro ess.
The plausibility of su h generating pro esses in any given ontext learly
depends on that ontext. Generally, systemati updating seems somewhat
unnatural as there annot be a natural ordering of variables onsidered `on
an equal footing' and the more omplex s hemes of random updating, ontinuous time Markov pro esses, or di usions, have generally more intuitive
appeal.

6.4 Intervention in hain graphs
If the intervention XA xA is made by repla ement in ea h hain omponent as des ribed in Se tion 6.2, it follows as in the dire ted ase that this
leads to the the formula

p(x jj xA ) =

Y

 2T

p(x nA j xpa( ) ; x \A ):

(19)

This formula spe ializes to the intervention formula (5) in the fully dire ted ase and Bayes' formula in the undire ted ase. It also orresponds
to the analogy with de ision networks based on hain graphs as dis ussed
in Cowell et al. (1999), where interventions are then des ribed by de ision
nodes.
An alternative argument for (19) may be based on the assumption that
the potentials A = log A from (3) are stable under intervention, as they
represent physi al laws beyond ontrol of the intervening. This dire tly
generalizes the idea used for ausal DAGs, where onditional distributions
of hildren given parents were onsidered stable under intervention.
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a
c0

c1

ci

ci+1

d0

d1

di

di+1

b

Figure 6: In nite DAG orresponding to a stru tural assignment system for
CG3 of Figure 1 where is updated before d in ea h inner loop.

6.5 Equilibrium dynami s and in nite DAGs
It is illuminating to think of the equilibrium dynami s des ribed in terms of
in nite DAGs. If we, for example, onsider the simple hain graph CG3 in
Figure 1 (ii), the generating pro ess orresponding to this graph using the
systemati Gibbs sampler dynami s would rst independently hoose values
xa and xb for the variables labelled a and b, then use these as input for
an equilibrium pro ess updating of and d as indi ated in Figure 6. Using
d-separation on the DAG in Figure 6 yields

di

?? a j f i ; bg and

whereas in general
i

i

?? b j fdi ; ag
1

?6 ? b j fdi ; ag

sin e b and i are ommon parents of di in the update s heme des ribed.
Thus taking a snapshot as
(X ; Xd )

(X i ; Xdi )

will not reprodu e the desired onditional independen e ?? b j fd; ag.
However, when the onditional distributions in the in nite DAG are onsistent in the sense that for xed values (xa ; xb ) there is a joint distribution
of (X ; Xd ) from whi h the onditional update distributions are derived (as
hold under Gibbs dynami s), then (X i ; Xdi ) and (X i ; Xdi 1 ) have the same
equilibrium distribution. It therefore holds in equilibrium and thus approximately for large i that i ?? b j fdi ; ag, provided su h update distributions
are used.
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7

Linear Stru tural Equation Models

7.1 Basi terminology
In a linear stru tural equation model (SEM), variables are onventionally
divided into two disjoint sets: substantive variables and error variables. Asso iated with ea h substantive variable Xv ; v 2 V there is a unique error
term v . A linear SEM ontains a set of linear equations, one for ea h substantive variable, expressing Xv as a linear fun tion of the other substantive
variables, together with v . In ve tor notation:

X = X + ;
where vv = 0. In any given stru tural model some o -diagonal entries in
may also be xed at zero, depending on the form of the stru tural equations.
If under some rearrangement of the rows, an be pla ed in lower triangular
form, the system of equations is said to be re ursive, otherwise it is said to
be non-re ursive.
If we de ne a dire ted graph with vertex set V by having a dire ted
edge from u to v if and only if vu is not xed at zero, a SEM is re ursive
pre isely when this graph is a DAG. In a non-re ursive system, there might
be edges between verti es in both dire tions if uv and vu are both allowed
to be non-zero.
In addition a SEM model spe i es a multivariate normal distribution
over the error terms:   N (0; ). In any parti ular model, some o diagonal (Æij ) entries in  may be spe i ed to be non-zero. If  is not
diagonal then the model is said to have orrelated errors.
If (I ) is non-singular, the SEM determines a joint distribution over the
substantive variables, whi h an be derived from the redu ed form equations:

X = (I

) 1 ;

yielding

X  N (0; ) with K = 

1

= (I

)> 1 (I

):

This should be ontrasted with the CAR interpretation (9) whi h in the
ase of  = I , A = , and I
positive de nite would lead to K = (I ).
The following example of a non-re ursive SEM with un orrelated errors
whi h an naturally be asso iated with the dire ted graph of Figure 2 (iii)
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with a relabelling of the verti es:

x1
x2
x3
x4

= 1
= 2
= 31 x1 +
= 42 x2 +

0

x4 + 3
43 x3 + 4

34

B

=B


Æ11 0 0 0
0 Æ22 0 0
0 0 Æ33 0
0 0 0 Æ44

1
C
C:
A

As mentioned in Se tion 4.2, we would generally prefer to use the term `stru tural assignment model' but have hosen to sti k with the more traditional
terminology throughout this se tion.
Fisher (1970) presents a dynami pro ess, whose time average gives the
distribution des ribed by a linear non-re ursive stru tural equation model.
Here the system is o asionally subje ted to random exogeneous disturban es of the exa t equilibrium. The eigenvalues of are required to be
less than 1 for onvergen e of the time averages, see Ri hardson (1996) for
a more detailed des ription of this equilibrium pro ess.
Using the intervention interpretation of stru tural equations given by
Strotz and Wold (1960) leads for the non-re ursive ase to an intervention
distribution whi h is quite di erent from those earlier des ribed. Indeed, if
in the example given we intervene as X4 x4 we obtain the re ursive SEM

x1 =  1
x2 =  2
x3 = 31 x1 +

0

=


34 x + 3
4

Æ11 0 0
0 Æ22 0
0 0 Æ33

1
A:

(20)

7.2 Chain graph models for stru tural equations
The hain graph models and orresponding dynami s des ribed an in some
ases give an alternative interpretation of a stru tural equation system with
oeÆ ient matrix . As opposed to the interpretation above whi h an be
seen as a deterministi equilibrium with random boundary onditions, we
then get an interpretation in terms of a sto hasti equilibrium.
To make su h an interpretation we asso iate an undire ted edge with
every pair (u; v) for whi h uv and vu are allowed to have non-zero values,
instead of two dire ted edges as used above. Thus, the SEM des ribed in
the above example would then orrespond to the graph CG3 in Figure 1 (ii).
The graph of a SEM under this interpretation may not in general be a
hain graph and unless this is the ase, the model will not have a hain graph
interpretation. But if this graph happens to be a hain graph, the dynami
s hemes dis ussed in Se tion 6 ould be used to give an alternative interpretation of a stru tural equation model with feedba k. Thus in ea h hain
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omponent of the graph, the stru tural equations ould be implemented as
onditional autoregressions (9). As mentioned in Se tion 6.1.5, su h a spe iation does not always orrespond to a well-de ned joint distribution. The
system should satisfy
uv Ævv

=

vu Æuu

whenever both are non-zero

(21)

and in addition | if we again assume the variables have been s aled to have
unity error varian es | the submatrix of I
indu ed by the orresponding hain omponent would have to be positive de nite. In the example
onsidered above, these onditions would amount to having

Æ =

34 44

Æ and

43 33

34 43

< 1:

The rst ondition ensures balan e whereas the se ond ondition ensures
stability of the dynami system.
Thus, non-re ursive stru tural equation models would only admit a hain
graph representation under quite spe ial ir umstan es and the `equal footing' of variables in the same hain omponent under this interpretation demands omplete `symmetry of for es' as represented by the relation (21).
If the onditions above are ful lled, the distribution after intervention
as X4 x4 be omes the same as in (20), but now it is obtained from the
joint distribution by the intervention formula (19). The joint distribution is
di erent under the hain graph interpretation of the SEM, for whi h (19)
would not lead to the distribution (20).
Ord (1976) also suggested use of the CAR interpretation for simultaneous
equation models in e onomi s whereas Wermuth (1992) suggested a quite
di erent hain graph representation of a stru tural equation system with
feedba k whi h also demands spe ial restri tions on the parameters, see also
Lauritzen (1996) pp. 154{155.

8

Dis ussion

The results presented in this paper have onsequen es in several ontexts:

8.1 Causal DAGs versus ausal hain graphs
As des ribed in Se tion 4, there is a large body of work whi h takes as its
starting point the assumption that the population of interest is des ribed by
a ausal DAG possibly with some variables unobserved. The onsiderations
in Se tion 6 indi ate that in some ir umstan es this assumption may be
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unduly restri tive: if feedba k is present then the model for the population
of interest ould sometimes be adequately des ribed by a ausal hain graph.
See also Bentzel and Hansen (1954) for a similar dis ussion in the ontext
of re ursive vs. non-re ursive SEMs.

8.2 Undire ted edges and ausal under-determination
As mentioned in Se tion 5, one original motivation for introdu ing graphs
with both undire ted and dire ted edges was to allow dire t asso iations
that were not assumed to be ausal. In parti ular an analysis whi h leads
to a hain graph, rather than a DAG, might at rst sight appear to be
more ` ausally prudent'. However, as we have shown, the situation is more
ompli ated:

 If the hain graph is not Markov equivalent to a re ursive ` ausal'

graph, then the graph ontains an undire ted edge whi h essentially
is only interpretable via feedba k.

 Chain graphs do not in general represent the independen e stru tures
that arise from DAGs with hidden variables. For this purpose, an estral graphs are required.

 A hain graph may be used to represent the union of a set of DAGs

with ommon adja en ies only if the DAGs are all Markov equivalent.

Thus only ertain undire ted edges may be interpreted as (prudently) representing a olle tion of ausal hypotheses. Further, there are alternate ausal
hypotheses involving hidden variables that are ex luded by restri ting attention to hain graphs.

8.3 Data analyses using hain graph models and blo king
As shown in se tion 5.3, restri ting attention to the lass of hain graphs
ompatible with a pre-spe i ed ordering will often be in ompatible with
nding the most parsimonious model. This seems undesirable:

 If the primary goal of the analysis is predi tion (of the joint distribution) then parsimonious models are often preferable.

 If explanation is the goal then a less parsimonious model | whi h will
in lude `extra' edges | may often be misleading.
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However, if the goal is to gain insight into possible ausal data generating
pro esses then the most parsimonious model may fail to represent all ausal
relations if there is parametri an ellation | also known as a `violation
of faithfulness' in the terminology of Spirtes et al. (1993) | sin e in this
ase not all the independen e relations holding in the population will be
due to ausal stru ture. In many ir umstan es it may be reasonable to
assume that su h an ellations do not o ur (Spirtes et al. 1993; Meek 1995;
Pearl 2000), but without su h an assumption, the most parsimonious model
will not re e t the pro ess that generated the data. On the other hand,
if one has good reason to believe parametri an ellation is present, then
this might argue against attempting to model the independen e stru ture
in order to understand the generating pro ess.
If ba kground knowledge is available it would seem desirable to exploit
this when performing model determination. However, as shown in Se tion
5.3, when hidden variables may be present, knowledge about ordering may
not yield any information whi h is relevant for restri ting the lass of possible
independen e models. An alternative approa h would be to use ba kground
knowledge after model determination has been ompleted in order to narrow
down a set of andidate models.

8.4 Chain graphs under the alternative Markov property
An alternative Markov property for hain graphs has been proposed by
Andersson et al. (1996). Hen e, in general, there are di erent statisti al
models that may be asso iated with the same hain graph. For example,
within this alternative Markov property the graph CG3 in Figure 1 (ii)
implies the independen e relations

a

?? b

a

?? fb; dg

b

?? fa; g

and hen e this model is Markov equivalent to the generating pro ess orresponding to DAG4 in Figure 2 (i). However, there are other hain graphs for
whi h the alternative property results in an independen e model that again
annot be obtained from any nite DAG by marginalizing or onditioning
(Ri hardson 1998).
In this paper we have shown that hain graphs under the original Markov
property des ribe ertain types of feedba k system. This naturally raises the
question as to whi h generating pro esses orrespond to hain graphs under
this alternative Markov property. Cox and Wermuth (1993) dis uss other
possible interpretations of hain graphs, for whi h the same question may
arise.
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8.5 Summary
A remark in Spiegelhalter et al. (1993), foreshadows many of our on lusions:
in a response to omments made by Glymour and Spirtes they state that
\ hain graph models represent. . . equilibrium systems" (p. 278). In this paper we have onstru ted dynami pro esses with equilibria orresponding to
hain graphs, and we have also shown that this remark may be strengthened
to say that, in general, hain graph models only represent su h systems well
and then under quite subtle dynami regimes. In addition, we have extended
the intervention theory for DAGs to these dynami systems.
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